
Telecommuting has proven its effectiveness in recent months to ensure
business continuity for companies. Thanks to collaboration solutions,
we are now able to work from anywhere, no more doubt about it! 
But in the best way possible? Let’s discover it together.

There is a change of expectation from users, and need to go further than just using 
our collaboration tools. After a year of intensive telecommuting, many companies 
are hoping to switch to a combination of remote and face-to-face work. 
These hybrid practices have an impact on our daily life and require a reflection from 
the management. 

For this, a standard support is no longer sufficient and we must turn to a coaching
adapted to our needs.

After covid : 4 ways to help your employees work 
effectively in hybrid mode

What are the new best practices? In which cases is this tool most appropriate?



The demands will not be the same for your sales, HR, or communication teams.

Your sales team need to know how to invite their customers, in a simple and 
fluid way as if the customer was in the room.

Your Human Resources team will have to organize confidential meetings and
conduct job interviews by giving a modern image of the company through the 
tools used

Your communication team may be in charge of making big events and product 
presentations. Which has a strong impact on the visibility of the company, and
must inspire confidence in investors and customers. 
Allowing exchanges in various formats according to the communication
policy of the company.

How to do that?

Giving the right devices1
With a demonstration showroom and distribution kiosk, 
value your employees and assure a premium service to 
everyone for a comfy user experience.

On-site usage support, where help comes to you2
With floorwalkers, a reassuring presence to help you get started in a tailored 
way. As the first impression, the first use of a solution is the one that will count
for the user, it is better to be helped and have a presence on a new site. 
The assistance will be available to maintain the continuity of your business.



Scan the QR code and discover our product page

Need more tips ? Contact.accompagnement@orange.comContact us :

Remote usage support3
With coaches that will respond to your questions
anytime. A few minutes of personal training is more 
valuable than hours of inefficient training. With an 
on-demand service, save time. In project life, get help 
when you need it and on what you are looking for.

Tips for good governance: Continuously evaluate and adapt your support 
programs4

With Orange Success Manager, information campaign, decision support videos,
motion videos, illustrations of uses. Set up a data-based management system 
to adjust and develop your uses. In fine, to have an ROI of the chosen solution.

Engage your teams to adopt the best practices needed in hybrid work.


